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                Large slabs ULTRA
 Porcelain stoneware for floor and wall slab in 300x150, 300x100, 270x120  formats

                Porcelain stoneware for floors and walls in the 300x150 , 300x100, 270x120 sizes. 4.50m2 ULTRA slabs set the new standard for architects in all projects where size makes the difference. ULTRA offers extreme flexibility for design and the freedom to make your ideas reality with large size. ULTRA is only 6 mm thick, guaranteeing lightness and strength for all applications, even those you haven't thought of yet!
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                Discover the ULTRA collections


            

            
                What can you do with Ultra?
 Interior and exterior decorating solutions with large slabs.

Tables, kitchen and bathroom countertops, washbasins, swing and sliding doors ...

                [image: Application Design Ultra]
                Discover our Application Design section
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                        Ultra Fragmenta                    
                

                Fragmenta has grown up. 
Combining the exclusive full-body production process with the know-how of Ultra, comes the Fragmenta format 300x100, blending ultra-high technology and craft skill.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Stone Effect - Available in 3 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Fragmenta
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                        Ultra Graniti                    
                

                The strength of eternity. Ultra Graniti is the new collection celebrating the spirit of this natural material through four new surfaces. 
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Marble Effect - Available in 4 colours and 3 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Graniti
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                        Balance                    
                

                 Balance gains a new 120x270
cm size that offers extra design
options and the possibility to
explore a vast array of creative
solutions, from architecture to
furnishing options, creating unique
visual effects to bring a smooth
look to living spaces. 
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Cement / Resin Effect - Available in 8 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Balance
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                        Ultra Marmi                    
                

                There are technological moments in which a product makes the leap to being state of the art and changes our life style.
 For example, it was so for the automobile, the television, the Internet and smartphones.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Marble Effect - Available in 41 colours and 5 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Marmi
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                        Ultra Onici                    
                

                The exceptionality of its luxury combines with the light weight of the large size in the minimum thickness to conquer an excellence in flooring and coverings of surfaces both large and small.
             

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Marble Effect - Available in 9 colours and 3 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Onici
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                        Ultra Crystal                    
                

                Ariostea  presents Ultra Crystal, a new collection that reinterprets the fascinating  mineral world with extreme sophistication.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Marble Effect - Available in 2 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Crystal
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                        Ultra Agata                    
                

                Ariostea  presents Ultra Agata, a new collection named after the hard stone it is  inspired by and that it recreates with astonishing accuracy. 
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Marble Effect - Available in 2 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Agata
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                        Ultra CON.CREA.                    
                

                CON.CREA. draws on the physicality of concrete surfaces to enhance a wide variety of creative solutions at the cutting edge of design.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Cement / Resin Effect - Available in 5 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra CON.CREA.
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                        Ultra 270x120
           120x120                    
                

                The Ultra marble-effect range of products, now available in the new 270x120 and 120x120 sizes, offer a perfect blend of classic and contemporary appeal, as well as guaranteeing a variety of solutions to bring a beautifully rigorous, sophisticated touch to all kinds of public and private environments.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs  - Available in 22 colours and 5 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra 270x120
           120x120
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                        Ultra Pietre                    
                

                Ariostea is extending Pietre's  family based on Ultra technology. Very fine 6 mm thick slabs evoke  brutality and elegance of Limestone and effusive volcanic rocks with a variety  of patterns and stratification hard to find in extraction rocks.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Stone Effect - Available in 17 colours and 4 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Pietre
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                        Ultra Teknostone                    
                

                The Teknostone collection simultaneously reinterprets the stone materials’ pure and refined character, finding the right response in its essentiality to current architectural and design requirements.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Stone Effect - Available in 4 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Teknostone
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                        Ultra Metal                    
                

                Brilliant, sophisticated and incisive, this is how the Ultra Metal collection looks. It embellishes the world of big slabs with a new aesthetic power, inspired by the properties of the metals.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Metal Effect - Available in 3 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Metal
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                        Ultra iCementi                    
                

                iCementi Ariostea with their 300x100 size restore sensations typical of eternal materials, giving surfaces a familiar taste and a fascinating air at the same time.
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Cement / Resin Effect - Available in 3 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra iCementi
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                        Ultra Resine                    
                

                Ultra technology lead up to create structured  surfaces in large size with the aim of transmitting soft sensations to sight  and mellow to touch. 
            

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Cement / Resin Effect - Available in 4 colours.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Resine
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                        Ultra Iridium                    
                

                With its area of 4,50  m2, Ultra is the new industry standard for project designers and for all projects where dimensions make the difference.
             

        

        
                                
                    Large Slabs Design Effect - Available in 2 colours and 2 finishes.

                    Discover the complete range of Ultra Iridium
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